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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY What role has momentum played in
CTA performance over time? An analysis shows that macro momentum
has been a consistent component of CTAs since 2004, but its influence
(loading) on CTA performance remains lower than it once was. This finding
highlights the importance of measuring both manager-specific and overall
portfolio exposures in risk terms.
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C TA AND MACRO MOMENTUM E XPOSURE
Last month’s Two Sigma Street View highlighted
two aspects of the recent performance and risk
characteristics of the SG CTA index.¹ First, the SG
CTA index in August had a more significant long
exposure to both equities and bonds than its 20002017 average, making it less diversifying to a 60/40
portfolio than usual. Second, only four factors—
equities, bonds, energy, and the US dollar—appear
to explain an unusually high share (60 percent) of
portfolio risk.
The August 2017 Street View spurred several
interesting dialogues with clients. One common
question centered on the role that momentum has
played in explaining CTA performance. Specifically,
has the generic CTA manager (proxied by the SG CTA
index) become less focused on price momentum and
more focused on “fundamentals”? Figure 1, below,
supports that hypothesis—with two important caveats.
1. Risk factors are not generic, so there exists no
single definition or construction of momentum.
For example, the horizon matters. Short-term
momentum (e.g., one month) and long-term
momentum (e.g., one year) frequently point in
conflicting directions. The algebraic formula for
calculating momentum also matters. A simple
moving average will equally weight all data points
within the window, and it may lead to large day-today fluctuations when an outlier at the tail end of
the window drops out of the sample. In contrast, an

exponentially weighted moving average will appear
less sensitive to past outliers but more sensitive
to recent ones. The analysis in Figure 1 employs a
three-month, simple rolling-mean macro momentum
factor, in line with an industry standard.
2. CTAs often trade multiple asset classes with
conflicting momentum. An obvious example
is equity and bond futures. During prolonged
periods of market stress, bond momentum tends
to be positive while equity momentum tends to
be negative. The momentum factor in the analysis
below is aggregated across the futures contracts in
the Two Sigma trading universe.
With those caveats in mind, the figure shows that
the beta in a regression of SG CTA index returns
on a macro momentum factor fell by a statistically
significant amount between 2004 and 2007,
suggesting that CTAs during this period may have
slightly reduced their reliance on macro momentum
to drive returns. The regression uses a window of
three years of weekly returns and controls for some
confounding factors, like carry in commodity, foreign
exchange, and fixed income futures, as well as equity
exposure.² Since 2007, the beta has fluctuated by
economically significant amounts (e.g., doubling
between 2011 and 2013).

1 Managed by Société Générale, the SG CTA Index tracks the daily rate of
return for a pool of CTAs that are open to new investment, and whose assets
under management are above a certain threshold.
2 The overall explained variability (R2) of these four factors is currently 25
percent and has reached the highest peak of about 35 percent in 2013. The
main focus of this analysis is the macro momentum factor. Moreover, these
results are not directly comparable with the ones shown in the August 2017
Street View, because this analysis focuses on macro style factors rather than
asset-class-related risk factors.
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FIGURE 1: ROLLING THREE-YEAR LOADING (BETA) OF THE SG CTA INDEX ON THREE-MONTH MOMENTUM

Source: Two Sigma and authors’ computation.

POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS
The implications of this trend (no pun intended!) may
depend on the allocator. Some may find support for
the seemingly healthy development that many CTA
managers have become more akin to global macro
managers, in that they seem to rely less on simple
technical signals. Other allocators may merely be
looking for an explanation for CTA performance.

measuring both manager-specific and overall portfolio
exposures in risk terms. Relying on the historical
reputation of a strategy type to provide portfolio-level
diversification appears at best coarse and at worst
misleading. In contrast, applying simple statistical tools
to decompose risk into factors might provide more
accurate insights, potentially enabling an asset allocator
to manage her portfolio with more precision and,
hopefully, greater utility.

Perhaps the most important takeaway, from both this
chart and last month’s analysis, is the importance of
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INTERESTING TECHNOLOGY-REL ATED ARTICLES
Two Sigma views itself as a technology company that applies a rigorous, scientific method-based approach
to investment management. Our technology is inspired by a diverse set of fields including artificial
intelligence and distributed computing. Occasionally, we read articles in the popular press that describe
applications of technology that we find interesting, thought-provoking, and relevant for people thinking
about improving the investment management process. Below is a subset of the articles we read this month.
Please do not view the inclusion of these articles as an endorsement by Two Sigma of their viewpoints or
the companies discussed therein. Two Sigma welcomes discussions (and contributions) about these and
other such technology-related articles.

“AI Can Detect Alzheimer's 10 Years Before Symptoms Show Up ” by Mariella Moon
https://www.engadget.com/2017/09/17/ai-alzheimers-early-detection/
Researchers from the University of Bari, Italy have developed an artificial intelligence algorithm that evaluates
MRI images to search for subtle patterns in the brain’s topography to indicate the presence or absence of
Alzheimer's disease. In trials, the algorithm was able to diagnose the disease accurately 86% of the time, as well
as to detect mild cognitive impairment 84% of the time, which could enable diagnosis at a much earlier stage
than had previously been possible without invasive interventions.
“Cargill’s Big Data Makes Happier—and More Productive—Cows” by Mario Parker
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-09-12/cargill-data-helps-farmers-make-happier-cows-that-makemore-milk
Virtually no industry has been untouched by the revolution in data science and artificial intelligence, and
agriculture is no exception. Although one may not picture herds of milk cows generating large amounts of data
for quants to munge and model, large agricultural companies are increasingly using technologies like analytics,
drones, and digitization to improve yields—and, they hope, profitability. In a recent example, Cargill developed a
data platform that lets farmers and consultants analyze large streams of information on everything from cows’
living conditions to their diets—an optimization process that has reportedly generated meaningful gains in milk
productivity at a lower cost of production.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER AND DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
This report is prepared and circulated for informational and educational purposes only and is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to
buy any securities or other instruments. The information contained herein is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for investment,
accounting, legal or tax advice. This document does not purport to advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, value or suitability of
any particular sector, geographic region, security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy or other matter. No consideration has
been given to the specific investment needs or risk-tolerances of any recipient. The recipient is reminded that an investment in any security is
subject to a number of risks including the risk of a total loss of capital, and that discussion herein does not contain a list or description of relevant
risk factors. As always, past performance is no guarantee of future results. The recipient hereof should make an independent investigation of the
information described herein, including consulting its own tax, legal, accounting and other advisors about the matters discussed herein. This report
does not constitute any form of invitation or inducement by Two Sigma to engage in investment activity.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily the views of Two Sigma Investments, LP or any of its affiliates (collectively, “Two Sigma”) but are
derived from the Two Sigma Alpha Capture system (the “Alpha Capture System”), which gathers inputs from sell-side contributors (not analysts)
to the Alpha Capture System who receive compensation for their participation, as further described in the section titled “Brief Explanation of
the Data” (page 1 hereof) and the document titled “Overview of the Two Sigma Alpha Capture System”. Such views (i) may be historic or forwardlooking in nature, (ii) reflect significant assumptions and subjective judgments of the contributors to the Alpha Capture System as well as, in
some instances, the authors of this report, and (iii) are subject to change without notice. Two Sigma may have market views or opinions that
materially differ from those discussed, and may have a significant financial interest in (or against) one or more of such positions or theses. In some
circumstances, this report may employ data derived from third-party sources. No representation is made as to the accuracy of such information
and the use of such information in no way implies an endorsement of the source of such information or its validity.
This report may include certain statements and projections regarding the anticipated future performance of various securities, sectors, geographic
regions or of the Alpha Capture System generally. These forward-looking statements are inherently subject to significant business, economic and
competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond our control. In addition, these forward-looking statements are subject to
assumptions with respect to future business strategies and decisions that are subject to change. Factors which could cause actual results to differ
materially from those anticipated include, but are not limited to: competitive and general business, economic, market and political conditions in the
United States and abroad from those expected; changes in the legal, regulatory and legislative environments in the markets in which Two Sigma
operates; and the ability of management to effectively implement certain strategies. Words like “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “promise,” “plan,”
and other expressions or words of similar meanings, as well as future or conditional verbs such as “will,” “would,” “should,” “could,” or “may” are
generally intended to identify forward-looking statements.
Two Sigma makes no representations, express or implied, regarding the accuracy or completeness of this information, and the recipient accepts all
risks in relying on this report for any purpose whatsoever. This report is being furnished to the recipient on a confidential basis and is not intended
for public use or distribution. By accepting this report, the recipient agrees to keep confidential the existence of this report and the information
contained herein. The recipient should not disclose, reproduce, distribute or otherwise make available the existence of and/or all or any portion of
the information contained herein to any other person (other than its employees, officers and advisors on a need-to-know basis, whom the recipient
will cause to keep the information confidential) without Two Sigma’s prior written consent. This report shall remain the property of Two Sigma and
Two Sigma reserves the right to require the return of this report at any time.
Some of the images, logos or other material used herein may be protected by copyright and/or trademark. If so, such copyrights and/or
trademarks are most likely owned by the entity that created the material and are used purely for identification and comment as fair use under
international copyright and/or trademark laws. Use of such image, copyright or trademark does not imply any association with such organization (or
endorsement of such organization) by Two Sigma, nor vice versa.
© 2017 Two Sigma Investments, LP | ALL RIGHTS RESERVED | “Two Sigma” and “2σ” are trademarks of Two Sigma Investments, LP.
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